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...


Prologue: 

Many people know the neo-cons mentor was Leo Strauss, but most don't know his mentor was Carl Schmitt, Hitler's lawyer. That's why they act like Nazi's as racist and fascist salesman for the elite, and don't care if billions die in World War Three. We need to stop it, Webster Tarpley has the best solutions having studied this happening for 30 years as an internationally respected summa cum laude academic, author, historian, activist and journalist, so check him out and pass it on...

...


Zbigniew "Kissinger-Lite" Brzezinski and Vladimir Putin: Warn of a New Fake 9/11 and WW3 and We Can Stop It!


...


Webster G. Tarpley - How To Stop World War Three - Feb 24, 2007

::: 60 MINS :::

SOURCE FOR SURVIVAL - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fbS7hAxJ954


...


Hey Folks, 

I don't like either of these guys either, but that's the point: 

The Neo-Con Neo-Fascist Madmen are so crazy even their crazy friends think they're crazy.  

Too crazy.  

The classic Tears for Fears song says: "Everybody Wants To Rule The World." 

However, some of the guys that do are worried their buddies are going to blow it up.  This isn't all bad because we know, but we still have to wake up enough people to stop it, and if it happens we have to avoid casually accepting it.  

We also have to prepare to help those traumatized by the perfectly reasonable fear of the escalating use of nuclear weapons, and we need local leaders to take charge and keep us calm.  

We Can Stop This.  

While I don't have much space to get into here, the first thing to do is stop buying all that bloody "personal responsibility" crap sold in the corporate media even though it's in style: they are responsible, not us.  

We should focus on holding them accountable which is more empowering and effective, and which will make us more "responsible" for bigger accomplishments anyway.  

The corporate media are only promoting it - and some of the worst elements of it - to prey on our media-injected guilt.  While some of it is okay and based on timeless principles, unless it gives you the strength and inclination to learn and act on the truth then forget it.  If you want to eat red herrings that's cool, we all do, but it helps to know what they are to avoid any negative side-effects.  

Many self-help programs are generic, trapping us in our own heads with our old issues re-defined and brand new ones ready for medication.  All that navel-gazing makes us too self-critical, judgmental and weak in finding more problems than we have; or too selfish in teaching us to brag about pleasuring ourselves for the benefit of the world.  You're better off chatting with friends, they'll tailor advice for free and keep your head up without inflating it; or to just stop thinking about yourself.  

Many environmental issues sold in the corporate-media distract us from real problems by giving us fake solutions, making us feel better about at least doing "something" in an apathetic world.  We'll use the handful of words we're given to create common knowledge about what "Of course!" we all should be doing, and while most of the corporate-media's solutions admittedly do "something", they don't "work" as a good use of time or for long-term results.  

We can't confidently say we're making the world a better and safer place with everything else going on, and we're being encouraged to safely obsess over little things so we don't focus on the big picture.  We can either nickle-and-dime each other about efficient lightbulbs or stop tons of depleted uranium dust from coating planet earth, and the reason the 5 corporations who own the media want us to do the former is so they can do the latter.   

People in power put us in unhappy situations, and they're not trying to make us happy now.  They want to distract and disempower us while they make things worse, and to shock us later with the big joke they've been telling.  Working together to stop them means we'll stop thinking only of ourselves, avoiding isolation and powerlessness, rebuilding trust, and finding individual purpose in common-cause.  

Knowledge is still power, and both learning and learning to express our insights and emotions uniquely while confidently believing they will empower others is what will work.

Welcome to 21st Century Propaganda, we hope you enjoyed your stay and will be leaving shortly... 

...


Note: The Brzezinski and Putin articles are at the bottom of the page, and author and historian Webster Tarpley's latest brilliant talk is the most important video you'll see this year, please check it out and pass it around... 


Webster G. Tarpley - How To Stop World War Three - Feb 24, 2007  

Note: The audio starts bad but soon gets clear as day.  

::: 60 MINS :::

SOURCE FOR SURVIVAL - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fbS7hAxJ954


...


Note: This seems like a good time to mention that the 9/11 Truth movement is not full of holocaust-deniers, and I never mention it because I never hear anything about it in all my hours of research.  There may be fringe elements like in any circle, but everyone I've heard ignores or dismisses those questions as answered.  (Oh yeah, and in general: HOW does one side criticize the other?  On the facts or the fears?)

Anyone seriously trying to link that theory with the 9/11 Truth movement is either a nutcase or intelligence agent, and with how dangerous 9/11 Truth is to the social-engineering of the fake "War on Terror" herding us into handcuffs, a few provocateurs are likely given those assignments so the media can cherry-pick lunatics to discredit the real and reasonable people within the movement.  

The U.S. government has a history of programs like COINTELPRO aimed at destroying black activists in the 1960's, and it's continuation with the Hip Hop Police confirmed by the Miami Herald and the "6-inch thick" binder local law enforcement received from the NYPD last year.  The Pentagon has openly admitted to PSYOP's and attacks on "disinformation" that disagrees with their lies, and it's entirely possible they're doing that right now.  

In fact, the accused stand historically guilty of involvement with the Nazi's, including the President's grandfather Prescott Bush getting arrested for it as reported in a NY Times cover story, and his German business partner Fritz Thyssen even writing an autobiography called "I Paid Hitler", a mea culpa in the hopes of getting a lighter sentence.  Many people know the neo-cons mentor was Leo Strauss, but most don't know his mentor was Carl Schmitt, Hitler's lawyer.  That explains why they act like Nazi's, and neither they nor their supporters have the moral high ground to accuse anyone else of anything.   

Pardon the random excursis, I don't do it often because I know it's ridiculous.  

For those who don't, now you know too.  


...


Gandhi said: "God is Truth and Truth is God", and I don't know for sure if he was right or wrong, so I'll just say the truth is a lot more useful anyway.  

The guys on Alex Jones' team at Infowars.com, PrisonPlanet.com, Infowars.net, JonesReport.com and PrisonPlanet.tv have helped kill a bunch of horrible legislation, and they just forced the Head of BBC News to come up with a horrible response to their news anchor speaking live on 9/11 saying Building 7 had collapsed while it stood right behind her.  

The Head of BBC News is Richard Porter, one of the top media executives in the world.  He's being forced to snottily and cheesily respond - twice - thanks to a story broken widely based on a phone call I heard streaming live on The Alex Jones Show from someone who said it was posted on Google Video - after which it was quickly removed.  

Fortunately Archive.org still had the footage and recently confirmed it's authenticity, and the BBC claims now they've lost their copies of the fraud now seen hundreds of thousands of times on YouTube, and of the most important event in history.  

Who knows?  

Maybe the merger isn't complete yet, and the 'Tube with 'Tude kids rebelled against Google censorship.  Perhaps they saw the Infowars.com and PrisonPlanet.com stories about how Google took seed money from Rick Steinheiser and the CIA Office of Research and Development after they were bought, went "Yikes!", and are now trying to fight back.  

This "Google Fact!" was revealed by former top intelligence agent and current top Amazon non-fiction book review Robert Steele (oss.net), a friend of Rick's and again on The Alex Jones Show, the place for whistleblowers to speak freely as long as they avoid that thar a-cussin'.  


..


Mr. Porter, again - the Head of BBC News, said they had shoddy coverage because they copied shoddy coverage, and in doing so he certified other news organizations including American ones had prior knowledge.  

I don't know why he's choosing to do this, but I'm sure public pressure helped provoke the idea of a response.  It also validates the story globally with the confirmation it's the real live BBC lies from 9/11, and is a testament to the power of the best independent media to inspire people to think and act instead of merely accept. 

The 157 mostly angry responses accusing the BBC of a fumbling cover-up before the moderated forum was shut down have been left up - take a look below.  In North America even allegedly independent and "open" news sites designed for comments like Digg.com have teams heavily censoring anything on 9/11, the Federal Reserve and other serious issues as a hacker who found hard evidence recently revealed.  You'll never see the discussions most people want to have on CNN and other U.S. or Canadian network websites, where the most controversial (or "useful") comments are immediately deleted...


BBC: Part of the conspiracy? (2)

    * Richard Porter
    * 2 Mar 07, 04:43 PM

So how did the BBC report that Building 7 at the World Trade Centre had collapsed around half an hour before it did so? My earlier posting on the subject has attracted a lot of interest so we've been doing more investigating within the BBC to put together the sequence of events. 

  
    *  1 of 157 Comments:
 
    * At 05:35 PM on 02 Mar 2007,
    * John wrote:

"Nice try Richard, but this doesn't add up.....So now your ''news'' are based on other news channels, without daring to verify the validity of the said news....very professionnal, sir. This is a pathetic dammage control lie, and you shpuld be ashamed of yourself. I wonder how can you sleep at night, I really do....."


BBCERTIFIED - http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/theeditors/2007/03/part_of_the_conspiracy_2.html


...


The corporate-controlled media has been leaking big chunks of the truth behind the horrors of the "War on Terror" wars in Afghanistan and Iraq and 9/11 overseas, and it's making us look dumber-and-dumber and more and more selfish with so many not even trying to understand what our government is doing.  Even hardcore right-winger Rupert Murdoch schizophrenically abuses his massive media empire, and since he supports both the Republican Party and Hillary Clinton, you have to ask why the hypocrisy from someone allegedly committed to a specific ideology.  

(It's really global fascism, but anyway...)

Understanding Fox News is propaganda isn't enough unless you see the global picture, because "it is what it is" doesn't predict it's future impact on all of us if this keeps up.  Fox News has an echo-effect that goes beyond "right-wing" media, it spreads across the entire spectrum of the media in North America.  

Other news organizations may disagree at times, but they don't challenge Fox on the "facts" with anything that might reveal the "truth" and blow the whole "terror" scam wide open.  Jon Stewart and Stephen Colbert go pretty far as does Keith Olbermann, and they do a fantastic job waking people up to understanding that the crap sold as "news" on TV is utter nonsense - their present company as high-priests (see: "Half-Baked") and interpreters of this fact in this sentence notwithstanding.  

If you're not hip to the work of Alex Jones yet, just watch Stewart and Colbert every night for a month straight.  You'll soon get the idea that the government and corporate-media are lying and trying to dumb you, your friends and your family down every single day of your life.  Instead of being freaked-out or fooled, check with Infowars.com and PrisonPlanet.com for what the corporate elite are doing why they're doing it, and how to avoid being affected by it while choosing to resist as much as you'd like.  

Some people might learn the truth and just vow not to vaccinate their kids, especially because the "law" says it's not mandatory despite pressured school boards hiding that fact and pressuring parents - something worth knowing if you're deciding to trust them or not.  If that alone helps save thousands of kids from becoming autistic at 18 months from the increasingly malicious use of mercury, that's not a bad thing.   


...


The rest of the news goes along with the "breaking" stories that Fox News priviliged "access" to the Bush Administration and aggressive style are creating, and quickly incorporate their new lies into existing narratives.  They'll attack some of the weakest stuff to look credible, and often have experts that agree-to-disagree in a conversation with no facts and a missing objective truth (e.g. "depleted uranium") that could show how stupid the debate they're having really is.  

Everyone is careful not to disrupt the critical intellectual infrastructure of this incredible fantasy world they're all creating, and when tears in the fabric like "terror hoaxes" are revealed they are quickly buried and replaced with a new development in the endless war against everybody.  

This acceptance of Fox News lies and their worldview as "real" results in nearly everyone's stories changing to incorporate them, especially since they are granted precious "access" to the Bush Administration that the rest of the networks grovel for.  

The ripple-effect includes the indie-media blindly railing against "sectarian violence" while rarely choosing to find out it's being fomented by U.S. and British forces on purpose, another sign of the Fox-effect warping what we believe is acceptable subject matter to investigate and share with each other.  

Since the mass media is not allowed to mention it, people rarely remember to pull out their "depleted uranium" trump card to shut down any notion of the U.S. government caring for it's soldiers when they're giving them cancer and other radiation illnesses.  We've just seen "Walter ReedGate" about the army hospital neglecting and abusing "War on Terror" war veterans, and as many as 50% of America's growing number of homeless men once proudly served.


...  


Fox News is being used for something bigger:  

We are being dumbed-down to ignore the true costs of our leaders continued and public brutalization of the world.  When the North American Union sees us destroyed legally, economically, physically and spiritually under foreign ownership thanks to the secretly-signed agreements repaying national debts, the rest of the world will cheer in relief.    

None of this needed to happen since no money ever needed to be borrowed from private banks by any country with every governments' ability to print their own interest-free.  We can stop the final stages of this whole crazy plan right now if we all fight back by exposing 9/11 Truth and shutting down the U.S. Federal Reserve, taking care of most of our persistent problems and allowing us to print interest-free money to stimulate economies in search of solutions.  

If we continue tacitly or actively supporting more "wars" and even "nuclear war", the world will see us exposed as mindless greedy savages.  If we don't try to stop it, it becomes a perfectly reasonable and self-fulfilling prophecy.


...


It wasn't until 20 minutes after the BBC report that Building 7 (also WTC-7, The Salomon Brothers Building) collapsed in what looked to CBS News' Dan Rather on-air exactly like controlled-demolition.  This was a 47-story super-reinforced (NY Times) steel-framed modern structure with small fires that wasn't hit by a plane being ground into dust, and falling at nearly free-fall speed perfectly into it's own "footprint" without damaging any surrounding structures.  

Experts say any job takes weeks to set up let alone a precision job like that, so two things are possible: 


1)  Many office buildings we walk into are wired for controlled-demolition as a standard practice, and we are constantly in danger of being blown to smithereens every single day.  That sucks, and even Tyler Turden in "Fight Club" made sure they were empty before he planted explosives.  Great, now I don't feel like going to work.  Hey... how about a General Strike?  It was MLK's last project before his death, and it worked when 1/3rd of Spain did it after their fake 9/11 on 3/11 to expse the fraud and get their troops out of Iraq too.  Maybe have strikes on Tax Day April 15th and a Massive March on Washington July 4th?  Hmm... good weather for it too...  


2)  It was an inside job planned at least several weeks in advance.  


The official 9/11 Commission Report miraculously got away with never mentioning Building 7 at all, so naysayers of 9/11 Truth can't even look for through the breezy lies and textplanations easily recycled into 3-word "cut-and-run" style comebacks.  Some U.S. government bodies have floated multiple untested and low-probability possibilities, mostly as feeble responses to the massive and growing pile of evidence and questions.  

The battle rages between people of an open mind and goodwill and those who want to deny us our freedom of speech, among others, and they are seditiously selling their hatred in their corporate-controlled media.  It doesn't matter where you stand on this issue: if they start taking away free speech soon you won't be able to say where you want to stand anyway.  


...


Brigham-Young University (BYU) in Utah forced physics Professor Steven Jones into early retirement thanks to his research into the use of the explose thermate - a derivative of thermite - to cause the collapse and subsequent pools of metal that burned for weeks with no explained energy source...  


Project Censored Top 25 Censored Stories of 2007

#18 Physicist Challenges Official 9-11 Story

SOURCE - http://projectcensored.org/censored_2007/index.htm#18


State University of New York (SUNY) has an active student group for 9/11 Truth.  Name-drop: I learned this from interviewing the exceptionally friendly and articulate Jason Bermas, a producer of the hit documentary "Loose Change - Second Edition", who suggests contacting LoneLantern.org to help set up your own school's student 9/11 Truth groups.  The Dean even said it was the "perfect example of student activism" needed today...   


UAlbany 9/11 Truth update and upcoming events  		  

Written by Administrator   
Monday, 05 March 2007

SOURCE - http://lonelantern.org/site/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=127&Itemid=148


...


The Building 7 smoking gun is huge, probably the biggest one so far.  

If 9/11 Truth is the Star Wars-movie kill-switch Luke Skywalker hits to blow up The Empire's Death Star, Building 7 is the jugular vein beneath the pierced armored-plating that needs to bleed truth to collapse the beast as quickly as possible.  

The BBC cock-up was also echoed live by CNN's Aaron Brown fumbling through predictions it would collapse one hour in advance, while at the same time turning his head to look at it in disbelief at the words on the tele-prompter.  

After all, why would it collapse?  

This shows more never-investigated "prior knowledge" of the bizarre events of 9/11 seen by millions, and these clips are among the best discoveries made by the investigative arm of the loose-knit People's Subpoena for 9/11 Truth...    



BBC: Reported Building 7 Collapse Live 20 Minutes Before It Fell

Views: 229,090

SOURCE - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C7SwOT29gbc


CNN: Aaron Brown Live with WTC 7 Collapse Foreknowledge

59,591

SOURCE - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N1LetB0z8_o


The biggest weapon the biggest criminals have is their ability to suppress the truth, and the biggest broadcaster in the world in the BBC  was forced to fumble for an answer thanks to "conspiracy theorists" piecing together why we're being lied to so much about the Global War on Terror (GWOT) and 9/11, finding a legitimate problem with it and looking for answers.    

Early estimates after the 9/11 attacks expected more domestic incidents and deaths on a regular basis, and it's arguably the truth getting out that's prevented them more than the Bush Administration's open-borders and 5% of cargo inspected at ports policies, to say nothing of the Department of Homeland Security's bloated incompetence.  

And if nothing anybody has said so far is the truth: 

Why won't the Bush Administration tell us what it is about Buildling 7?  


...


I sincerely believe Mr. Webster Griffin Tarpley has the best grasp of the problems and solutions in world after working on them for over 30 years, and I've looked around a lot while backing it up more below.  As a native New Yorker and summa cum laude academic with international acclaim for his priceless insights.  We should listen to what he has to say at least once, and we should encourage everyone we know and everyone we don't know to Get Active or Get Radioactive.  

Mr. Tarpley's most recent presentation is available on YouTube below, and it's non-stop action - as in a non-stop list of actions we can take framed by context.  Just seeing "the pessimism of the intellect and the optimism of the will" define a clear way out of this is inspiring, and not a bad way to spend time...  


Webster G. Tarpley - How To Stop World War Three - Feb 24, 2007  

Note: the audio begins a little fuzzy but gets clear as day.  

::: 60 MINS :::

SOURCE FOR SURVIVAL - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fbS7hAxJ954


Webster G. Tarpley - How To Stop World War Three Q & A - Feb 24, 2007  

::: 47 MINS :::

SOURCE FOR SURVIVAL - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=reKa2jSdNGc


We can use his raw information (among others) to creatively inspire our own thoughts and emotions by using a solid base for effectively telling the truth, improving artistic efforts and inspiration as well as conversational confidence in holding a truth trump card in your back pocket.  

It's cool, and the petty problems that bother you in large part because they're petty will disappear with perspective.  This goes beyond the brainwashing refrain of "People need something to complain about!" and other parasitic Machiavellian mediaisms, because the truth is people have plenty to complain about, which if they acted on would stop them from complaining, but since they don't they keep complaining about nonsense while feeling miserable about it.  Complaining is a waste of time, and the fact we waste so much time on it is wasting our potential to do great things.   

It can also keep us from being scared by the TV, and I got some strange looks at the coffee shop laughing at Kim Jong-Il on CNN threatening us while looking funnier than he did in the puppet-comedy "Team America: World Police".  That situation is a joke too, mostly based on South Korea threatening to sell their U.S. dollar reserves and possibly collapse it, so truth is scary too but the people telling you that aren't trying to scare you - they're trying to inform and inspire you.  It helps to be able to laugh at the silly stuff on TV that others lose sleep over, at least until it disappears into the collective memory-hole.  Fear is based on the unknown, and if you're restless, waking up and learning the truth means you'll have a better night's sleep too.    

We should have an open dissemination of leaders in an age of uncertainty, giving each other the perfect combination of balls and info to handle the solutions while bypassing the mass media, especially on video-sharing sites like YouTube.  We can figure out what do to based on understanding the people who did and do great things, and asking the "What would Jesus do?" question is almost embarrassing these days - like it no longer applies to anything but engineering self-destruction to bring about "The Rapture".

Whatever happened to fishes and loaves anyway?    

Still, all we have to do is start asking again, so that can't be too hard.  

In light of learning the bigger problems, we have to agree we to settle for the basest elements of universal morality to work together, like John Mills "harm principle", or essentially saying anyone can do whatever they want without directly harming anyone else.  Let's work on the freedoms we're losing first before we nitpick over taste.  

The mis-application of morality to attack people instead of the issues facing people can be avoided with a little due-diligence, and former Christian seminarian and NY Times correspondent Chris Hedges on Democracy NOW! revealed that crap like "The Rapture" isn't in The Bible, but rather a creation of "Dominionists" to rob, dumb-down and control their fanatical followers here in exchange for paradise in the hereafter.  This scam comes in handy for stuff (or staff) like stealing U.S. Presidential Elections.  (Two. So far.)  


Guns and Butter Radio: Was the 2004 Presidential Election Stolen?

::: 60 MINS :::

...On the afternoon of election day 2004, exit polls indicated that John Kerry would win the election by five million votes, and become the next president of the United States. That proved not to be the case. Dr. Freeman started Election Integrity, designed to launch a 2008 exit poll and systematically develop tools to investigate what really happened in the vote. Visit www.electionintegrity.org.

SOURCE - http://www.gunsandbutter.net/archives.php


Even worse, they're funded by corporations looking for people who don't mind them destroying the earth, and they're allied with Israel despite their hatred of Jews because they feel they can't see it destroyed until "The Rapture" anyway.  This may be faked by World War Three, so don't think Israel is safe from the "nuclear bombing" in the middle-east.  With Prime Minister Olmert's approval ratings at 23% and a massive strike by civil servants a couple of months ago, the "Israeli people" aren't happy with their government, and don't want our support for the criminals running their war-mongering police state despite what our hateful propaganda makes us believe... 


Haaretz 

600,000 civil servants strike, shutting down vital services

By Haim Bior
Fri., December 01, 2006 Kislev 10, 5767

The nation's 600,000 civil servants launched a strike yesterday, effectively shuttering government service to the public. The public sector and the Histadrut labor federation are protesting delays in payment of salaries to local government and religious council employees and firefighters. 

The public sector strike, now entering its second day, has grounded outgoing flights at Ben-Gurion International Airport, paralyzed seaports and train lines, and closed all land borders, government offices, employment bureaus, courts, National Insurance Institute (NII) branches, the Israel Lands Administration and vehicle licensing offices.

Oil Refineries are on strike, and if the strike does not end within two days, a shortage of gasoline may ensue, as fuel will not be delivered to gas stations.

SOURCE - http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/spages/794512.html


...


At the very top, the wealthiest people most removed from the teeming masses are hatefully paranoid and sadistic (see: the teeming masses).  There are UN-documented population-reduction goals that will be accomplished in-part by World War Three, and Prince Philip, husband of the Oscar-winning Queen Elizabeth II, echoed the feelings of many of his peers in saying... 


Prince Philip, In His Own Words: We Need To 'Cull' The Surplus Population  	
			
Printed in The American Almanac, August 25, 1997.

Prince Philip, in his Foreward to If I Were an Animal; United Kingdom, Robin Clark Ltd., 1986.

"I just wonder what it would be like to be reincarnated in an animal whose species had been so reduced in numbers than it was in danger of extinction. What would be its feelings toward the human species whose population explosion had denied it somewhere to exist.... I must confess that I am tempted to ask for reincarnation as a particularly deadly virus."

SOURCE FOR SOURCES - http://www.propagandamatrix.com/prince.html
 

If you add stuff like this to the Ten Commandments and work on Christianity and 9/11 Truth by Professor David Ray Griffin - you can't knock his Christian Cred like he can knock yours - you can let the neo-theological ass-whuppin' begin.  Perhaps you can start with "The Devil's Rapture Ain't Worth A Damn" and other Johnny Cash songs you wish he'd written.  


...


Most of our favorite icons and artists tell us to do the same thing anyway: better ourselves and save the world.  Songs like Gnarls Barkley's "Crazy" resonate loudly with our desire to anyway, and revisiting them while learning what you can actually do isn't a bad way to keep your mojo rising, you'll be impressed at how well you handle it.   

NOTE: This is not the time to by shy.  

While there are few apple crates in town squares where people still express themselves, this is as good a time as any to be doing anything you can to stop World War Three, especially using the most effective weapon of 9/11 Truth.  If you have a voice, computer, printer and/or phone you have everything you need, and can let your imagination to run wild.  Create designs that translate into apparel appealing to the rebel in everyone and catching fire with a certain demographic?  Go for it.  Software for rapid open source hosting and file-sharing so thousands of activists share material for new videos, presentations and rallies?  Awesome.  Free printer at work but you don't want to "come out" on 9/11 Truth so you leave stacks of flyers in bathrooms?  Love it.    

We may as well do something, it feels better and it's justifiable in ways you never regret.  


...


The Brzezinski and Putin warnings with article excerpts are below, and if we understand their significance we'll know exactly what's happening.  We can't default to the comfortably ignorant "it can't be that bad" scenario right now, especially not after what we've seen so far, and this info needs to get out there:   

When President Jimmy Carter's former National Security Advisor spoke before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, he almost spilled the globalist beans on 9/11 to warn us of a new faked terror attack being "blamed" on Iran as an excuse to wage nuclear war.  When he then accuses the Bush Administration of playing up "terror" by saying most of it's nonsense, and that Iran is no threat either, it's the less-crazy members of the elite reaching out to try and stop the coming war.  They're no saints, but they don't want Chairman Cheney to set-off a domestic "dirty bomb" nuclear weapon, and they don't World War Three either.  Put on your pajamas, once again politics makes strange bedfellows.   

When the Prime Minister of Russia is warning the world that we live in more dangerous times than at any time during the Cold War, he's automatically right because he's the Prime Minister of Russia.  He's the guy with the Big Bucket O'Nukes in charge of a country that hasn't been taken over for 1500 years and that won't be taken over now, and when he warns unilateral British/American aggression and military expansion is leading to a more dangerous and paranoid world, a new arms race, and a global agenda to centralize political power, we should listen.  He's warning us to stop it or he'll have to try, and it's not a "threat", it's self-defense and a public service to a world that wants no part of the apocalyptic threat-dreams of the neo-con fascist geeks, who should just be getting drunk and playing "Risk" anyway, perhaps manifesting their faked fantasies of being greeted as "liberators" with "flowers" in Iraq while choking on their own vomit.  

DON'T get competitive about World War Three. 

That's suicide.   

You don't have to love Russia, move there or eat borscht for this to make sense.  

The evil idiots who are in charge of us don't have our best interests at heart or we'd have never be close to this insanity - who leads their people into "WW3" based on an endless war against "terror"?  

The MAD Principle (Mutually Assured Destruction) still applies to nuclear confrontation, and even a miraculous Pyrrhic victory isn't worth it any more than losing an eye in a bar fight.     


...


This is where we are in history, subject to an aggressive faction of the elite who's neo-con salesman are in charge of the biggest stockpile of nuclear weapons in the world thanks to the political pecking order.  Law Professor Francis Boyle went to school at Harvard with the neo-cons and has argued with them for years, and he said on The Alex Jones Show that their policies with respect to war, detention and torture are designed to "kill the juridical spirit in man", with legal classifications that deny people any rights or protection as a "human" at all.  

This is exactly what the Nazi's did to the jews, gays, gypsies and other undesirables before exterminating them with public approval.  After all, it was "legal", much like our own concentration camps and secret prisons, and therefore justiable enough for most Germans to sit on their hands and accept it.  

The reason the Most Insane Debate in History on nuking Iran is even accepted (switch Iran to Ireland) is the relentless "War on Terror" propaganda plants seeds of doubt in our minds about what we know instinctively to be true: the people selling it have lied hundreds of times and are probably lying again.  But just in case we'll tune-in and try to figure out what's really happening from the vivid pieces of the puzzle they give us, or the shards of the nightmare they're selling.  

We get addicted to the War on Terror soap opera even if we hope it ends because it seems important, and the only information we receive (e.g. reports of car-bombs vs. reports of our carpet-bombings) frames the situation as sad but reasonable.  It's not.  It's insane.  Just say "Depleted Uranium" to anyone who says Support The Troops!" to shut them up, and use the hundreds of trump cards that give more violence sold by proven liars no credibility.    

Our conversations reflect the fatalism that comes from a narrowing spectrum of information designed to end most political debates in a stalemate, including letting people be "wrong" because they have a "right" to be.  This weakens our relationships, and the polarized sides being taught they should't trust each other are creating a Communist-style "snitch" society, dividing and conquoring us further.  Stupid debates taken seriously then warp our perspective, and we have no concept of how anything works since it's never challenged or explained.  

It's not too late, and that's why other causes and individuals have to take 9/11 Truth and run with it.  We've collectively agreed there are two-sides to "torture" and almost destroyed ourselves morally, and without a strong repudiation of the vile "War on Terror" world-construct that justifies it we'll be less likely to donate our time or money to anyone or even care.  Once we nuke Iran and kill millions of innocent people for no reason we'll definitely have destroyed ourselves morally, and will stare at each other in horror at who we are to allow this.     

We still can't comprehend what's happening, and with due-process invisible we simply imagine something justifies it by stitching together bits and pieces from the "War on Terror" movie.  It's not hard, we know the formula by now, and once you've seen a Bond Film you can probably write one too.  The only closure we get is when "Zarqawi" is killed for the third time and another Pentagon PSYOP (Washington Post) "turning point" comes and goes with no turn for the better, leaving us powerless and accepting the continuation of this forever with no evidence it's necessary at all.  If we allow the nuclear annihilation of Iran only the worst elements of our society will be empowered by a government that condoned it, and they'll be the only ones in the mood to celebrate anyway...      


Leading Academic: Neo-Nazis Have Signed Us Onto WWIII

Destroying World Order: Analysing the war In Iraq and the Middle East with Dr Francis A. Boyle

Steve Watson & Alex Jones
Infowars.net
Friday, January 5, 2007

Alex Jones was joined on air this week by eminent American Professor, Dr Francis A Boyle, to discuss the current situation in Iraq, the wider implications for International Relations and the ruthless mentality of the Straussian neoconservatives that have seized global power in the twenty first century.

Boyle is a leading American professor, practitioner and advocate of international law. He was responsible for drafting the Biological Weapons Anti-Terrorism Act of 1989, the American implementing legislation for the 1972 Biological Weapons Convention. He served on the Board of Directors of Amnesty International (1988-1992), and represented Bosnia- Herzegovina at the World Court. Professor Boyle teaches international law at the University of Illinois, Champaign. He holds a Doctor of Law Magna Cum Laude as well as a Ph.D. in Political Science, both from Harvard University. 

SOURCE FOR SURVIVAL - http://infowars.net/articles/january2007/050107Boyle.htm


...


I'm a fan of many other artists, activists and intellectuals and I'm not getting paid by anybody, this is just crazy stuff that needs to be dealt with and I respect those doing it well.    

As I understand it, there is no hierarchy in the 9/11 Truth movement because it's based on truth, not ideology, secrets or seniority, and those who prove dedicated and effective organically gain respect.  The goal is reaching people, so unique ideas need to be nurtured to reach unique people with a basic agreement on the basic facts and goal: 

- The evidence of U.S. government and individual complicity in the prior knowledge of and/or execution of the 9/11 attacks has never been properly investigated, people deserve answers, and any actions taken based on the current explanation are unjustified and should be stopped as soon as possible until a new and truly independent and publicly conducted official investigation leaves no questions unanswered.  

However, in times of crisis it helps to prioritize, and while I'm a huge fan of many with the courage to work for the truth in an age of vanity and apathy, with the geo-political situation clarified and corresponding domestic political solutions on tap, I believe Mr. Tarpley has figured out what we need to hear.  I can't do his historically brilliant works like "George Bush: The Unauthorized Biography" (1992) and "9/11: Synthethic Terror - Made in U.S.A." (2006 - 3rd Edition) or articles, essays, talks and interviews justice, but I'm going to try and parse some what I've learned below.  

I'm also certain of this because of Robert Steele, a former top-ranked Naval Intelligence and CIA Officer and Amazon.com's top non-fiction book reviewer with over 800 books on mostly military, intelligence and foreign policy issues covered.  He said Webster Tarpley's "9/11: Synthetic Terror - Made in U.S.A." had the "strongest approach to truth" he'd ever read, and despite consuming numerous other books on the subject, it was "sadly" the first book to fully convince him of 9/11 Truth and the indictable politicians and others involved.  

Mr. Steele also runs the open source intelligence website OSS.net, and suggests the best way to isolate any "terrorists" - both the rare real ones and the CIA Frankensteins - is to share as much information as possible between all like-minded countries of goodwill.  He recently revealed Google's involvement with the CIA's Office of Research and Development and his good friend Rick Steinheiser in a 13 minute interview on The Alex Jones Show (Google it), and did so to help keep them honest in a world where we need more access to good information than ever before.  

The websites JustACitizen.org run by Sibel Edmonds, a former FBI translator speaking out as much as she can about the willful misuse and suppression of intelligence after being silenced for reasons of "national security", and it's sister site, NSWBC.org for the National Security Whistleblowers Coalition (NSWBC) are good bets to learn more and interview current and former agents about what's really happening.  In general whistleblowers are an endangered species, with weaker legal and public protection and no access to the corporate-controlled mass media who've taught us to forget they exist since Erin Brockovich won an Oscar.  

That's why we don't notice they're missing from the news, and the few we see rarely have real revelations that lead to real policy or economic changes.  Our daily acceptance of the failures of billion-dollar news organizations to use their resources to deliver us anything useful is creating a climate where: "We've lost accountability..." (Jon Stewart), and are reduced to cheering when people like Rumsfeld get to resign instead of go to jail like it's a "win" instead of a crime.  

The Last Don now gets to relax as multi-millionaire corporate tycoon poisoning the world again like he dead when he sold Saddam chemical weapons (remember the infamous handshake photo and video?), and profiting off "bird-flu" scares with his ownership stake in Gilead, manufacturer of  the $2 billion in Tamiflu vaccine the U.S. government ordered just in case for 20 million people.  In a country with 300 million people, many of them big and tough and yet scared out of their minds by "birds", "terrorists" and apparently anything else CNN cocks-up and crows about endlessly (unlike the below article), even the New World Order News Network has to admit Mr. Rumsfeldstiltskin stands to make a pretty shiny nickel... 


CNNMoney.com

Rumsfeld's growing stake in Tamiflu

Defense Secretary, ex-chairman of flu treatment rights holder, sees portfolio value growing.

October 31, 2005: 10:55 AM EST
By Nelson D. Schwartz, Fortune senior writer
		
NEW YORK (Fortune) - The prospect of a bird flu outbreak may be panicking people around the globe, but it's proving to be very good news for Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld and other politically connected investors in Gilead Sciences, the California biotech company that owns the rights to Tamiflu, the influenza remedy that's now the most-sought after drug in the world.

Rumsfeld served as Gilead (Research)'s chairman from 1997 until he joined the Bush administration in 2001, and he still holds a Gilead stake valued at between $5 million and $25 million, according to federal financial disclosures filed by Rumsfeld.

The forms don't reveal the exact number of shares Rumsfeld owns, but in the past six months fears of a pandemic and the ensuing scramble for Tamiflu have sent Gilead's stock from $35 to $47. That's made the Pentagon chief, already one of the wealthiest members of the Bush cabinet, at least $1 million richer.

Rumsfeld isn't the only political heavyweight benefiting from demand for Tamiflu, which is manufactured and marketed by Swiss pharma giant Roche. (Gilead receives a royalty from Roche equaling about 10% of sales.) Former Secretary of State George Shultz, who is on Gilead's board, has sold more than $7 million worth of Gilead since the beginning of 2005.

Another board member is the wife of former California Gov. Pete Wilson.

"I don't know of any biotech company that's so politically well-connected," says analyst Andrew McDonald of Think Equity Partners in San Francisco. 

SOURCE - http://money.cnn.com/2005/10/31/news/newsmakers/fortune_rumsfeld/


Thanks to the internet their stories can be told in detail with documentation authenticating their courage and contributions, or what you'd hope "60 Minutes with Katie Couric" would do instead of slap vaseline on the camera lens and softball Condi Rice with questions about piano playing instead of genocide.  Their courage and credibility could end most stupid conversations about the "War on Terror" and other corporate-myths fairly quickly, that's why the corporate-media won't show them to us in yet another display of corporate criminal negligence in an increasingly unhealthy democracy.  


...


The intelligence community is compartmentalized, and given unique justifications based on a selective worldview.  Robert Steele admitted he had no idea what he was doing as a young CIA agent helping train death-squads in Nicaragua under John Negroponte, and he's trying to make amends now.  

Intelligence and military officers in Iraq mysteriously lack the training in proper interrogation techniques they need despite being asked to get information from prisoners, and were told the Geneva Conventions no longer apply so their former training is obsolete.  The confused kids were watching "24" for torture-tips so often that Brigadier General Patrick Finnegan of West Point recently asked to meet with the writers to get them to down Jack Bauer's gestapo swagger-jacking.  

The General was refused a meeting, but the show later complied anyway.  Consider it a small win for old-sane military against new neo-con/neo-nazi's using the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to swallow the rest of the government while they hold joint press conferences with the cast of "24", an admittedly good show with a tragic impact catching up with all of us as part of the selfish choices we're increasingly being given.  

People say "The Fox TV show 24 clearly justifies and promotes torture!" while the people who watch it say "I don't care, I like it and I have a right to watch it!", and there has to be a reasoned understanding of it's true effects.  Once you now the truth about the fake "War on Terror" and how the show is being used against you then you can might get away with watching it, but otherwise you'll look at handsome and brave Kiefer "Dude... smoke some reefer!" Sutherland as Jack Bauer and think the government hiring more "intelligence" officers to work on behalf of secret corporate agendas against the people is a good idea.  (It's not.) 

Captured U.S. military men may be hurt by any backlash against aggressive yet pointless torture techniques which yield no valuable results - e.g. the "war" keeps getting worse.  Word on the Iraqi street about what it's like to get arrested without charges or for any crimes was out long-before Abu Ghraib, or they knew before the infamous pictures from the notes smuggled out saying "Please come and kill me!" according to numerous sources, including journalist Seymour Hersh in The New Yorker and his book "Chain of Command: The Road from 9/11 to Abu Ghraib" which traces these policy decisions all the way up to the top.  

And we wonder why Iran is helping the Shiites?  

If Russia invaded, occupied, and began robbing, murdering, raping and torturing Canadians and looked like they would never leave, one would assume any U.S. allies right next door who were totally freaked-out would offer their neighbors some assistance for humanitarian reasons and ultimately self-defense.    

Besides: we started this so we could finish it.  

Handing Iran an unloaded .38 special so we could roll-up in Kevlar body-armor with a Gatling Gun is balls.  Let's dance.  

Justifiable policy is not Halliburton selling Iran nuclear technology and then accusing them of having it (ProjectCensored.org).  It's not the U.S. military running operations on the Iranian border for over 2 years and then accusing Iran of anything when all they've wanted to do for years is negotiate (New Yorker Magazine).  

It's not young military men abused by orders to torture innocent people who can't reveal anything anyway because they just happened to be the wrong color on the wrong street in the wrong part of the world thanks to a lawless occupying army with no plans to leave... yeah.       

Incidentally, the real world looks nothing like the Bad Bond Movie on CNN, so you have to wonder why they keep airing it.  


... 


::: TARPOLOGY 101: LET'S GET IT :::


The most important political evidence of mankind's only real enemy was revealed by the confirmed death-threat "Angel is next" on the morning of 9/11 itself.  As Webster Tarpley says, "this is when the secret government speaks" and forces it's will on the amiably aimless President, a care-free young man who'd been refusing to do anything for the war-mongers except go on vacation before the "post 9/11-world" changed everything.  

The "secret government" or "invisible government" or "shadow government" or "secret team" has been confirmed numerous times, including (now) Senior Senator Daniel K. Inouye stating it on-record during the 1980's Iran-Contra scandal, and PBS' Bill Moyers 1987 TV special called "The Secret Government: The Constitution in Crisis".  

The secret government moles aren't an organized group as much as they are compartmentalized groupings at various levels of power within every major institution.  Most don't know what the rest are doing, compete while the Big Banks sit on their butts profit, and won't ask if they want to be promoted by those "inside" with real power.  It's hard to say whether the moles in the House and Senate already living tortured lives wracked with paranoia and guilt (but they pay well) are going to be spared what the moles in the Nuclear Bunker decide to do... 


WSWS : News & Analysis : North America

The shadow of dictatorship: Bush established secret government after September 11

By the Editorial Board
4 March 2002

The Bush administration has established a “shadow government,” consisting of 75 to 150 officials of the executive branch who have been dispatched to secure, fortified locations to provide “continuity of government,” supposedly as a precaution against a possible nuclear terrorist attack on the US capital, the Washington Post reported Friday. An executive order for temporary evacuation was issued shortly after the September 11 terrorist attacks on New York and Washington, and the arrangement was made permanent a month later.

The administration decided to implement longstanding contingency plans prepared during the Cold War but never before activated. More than 100 officials were evacuated by helicopter within hours of the suicide hijackings which destroyed the World Trade Center and damaged the Pentagon.

They were taken to two locations, believed to be in mountainous terrain in the eastern United States, which became the seat of a temporary regime. In late October the arrangement was made permanent. Since then, officials drawn from top levels of the civil service, just below the appointed cabinet and sub-cabinet level, have been rotated at 90-day intervals. Legal documents have been drafted to give these officials the full powers of the executive branch in the event of a catastrophe.  

SOURCE - http://www.wsws.org/articles/2002/mar2002/shad-m04.shtml


They pressure and buy all politicians they can, and nearly all are corrupt save for The Next U.S. President Ron Paul (R-TX) and Cyntha McKinney (D-GA) and a couple of others who at least try and do too much good stuff to be publicized in the press - it might set the wrong precedent and get others to ask their elected officials to care too.  Politicians knows they can do unpopular things while their corporate media moles help sell it or hide it, and all they need is get a few key people at a few key papers to launch an attack without revealing all the information they should while setting the terms for the discussion, and they can get us excited and thinking we caught something important that never winds up affecting any real changes.    

The admitted "Angel is next" death threat with a series of high-level code words from across the U.S. government that arrived early that morning after the Twin Towers were hit.  It means Air Force One ("Angel") would be shot down, and was revealed early in the media to help explain the confusion and perhaps stop a coup.  President Bush seemed security-stripped as he sat quietly in class reading a book upside down, and while one of his Secret Service agents was heard saying "We're outta here!" he was ordered by someone else to stay.  

This is similar to JFK's assasination, where the normal military detail for a Presidential motorcade was ordered not to line the streets while agents around the President reacted in different ways: from showing frustration at being ordered to lag behind; to the driver slowing down the car in the Dealey Plaze kill-zone, and speeding up only after turning his head and confirming the President had been hit.  

The "Angel is next" death threat was confirmed by Congressman and Senators, Condi Rice on ABC, The NY Times and other sources, while later it was re-spun and denied.  

The secret government is in-effect a bunch of compartmentalized moles working within real institutions for hidden agendas.  The historic London and Wall Street financiers who control the world have lots of help, and their international web of contacts, capital and cronyism can provide paydays, promotions and publicity for anyone who cooperates.  

Bush knew what to do to ensure the plan went forward, like ignoring the Aug 6, 2001 "Bin Laden determined to Strike in US" Presidential Daily Intelligence Briefing and crystal-clear warning.  There's a few more, but because this is well-known it's the best starting point for impeachment using "misprision of treason" charges, or the President had advance warning something terrible might happen and did nothing to find out more or stop it, holding no meetings, making no phone calls, sending no emails and writing no Post-It notes.    

But, he probably didn't know everything, and his most important role is as the public figure and main salesman of the "War on Terror" myth.  While Cheney probably knew more, it's unlikely he'd be trusted to "run" the attacks as a guy with 4 heart-attacks and pacemakers who could drop dead at any second, and the operation was likely carried out at one of the many private military firms who've been merging with the Pentagon, including attending top-level meetings and helping to write the policies that are sparking this new arms race.    

Bush was basically told that either he starts the "Clash of Civilizations" (Samuel Huntington) with conventional war or the secret team within the U.S. government would use their high-level access confirmed by the code-words to start nuclear war.  

There were 15 - 20 U.S. military drills taking place on the morning of 9/11, the highest density in history making much of the Air Force unavailable to stop the hijacked planes while the few sent were ordered to fly slowly.  Any of the drills could've gone live at any time which is how most false-flag operations are carried out, and which is why we should use FalseFlagNews.com to help shut them down if they are planned for our cities.  

Russia was keeping a close eye on the U.S. worldwide thermo-nuclear strike drill, "Global Guardian", since ominously re-named "Global Storm", including re-calling their "drill" reaction forces at all this NATO activity after the U.S. made a formal request after attacks on the World Trade Center.  

President Bush also called Prime Minister Putin that morning and said the U.S. wanted to enter Afghanistan.  This was a country they'd fought a war over in the 1980's, with America creating the "mujahideen" who later became "Al-Qaeda" to kick Russian troops out.  It was only thanks to Putin's intelligence and restraint that he allowed this interference near his border, correctly assuming Bush was part of the big globalist push to take over the world, and that he would be able to buy time while British and American forces became entangled in the middle-east.  Russia hasn't lost a war in 1500 years, and you can believe the last 300 years of the British Empire aren't happy about it.      

There is no "one" ruler, but rather a "poly-centric oligarchy" (Webster Tarpley) or "Global Crime Syndicate" (Alex Jones) who discuss private agendas at places like The Bilderberg Group meetings, secretly held since 1954 and only recently admitted to exist thanks to the work of people like Tony Gosling at Bilderberg.org and others.  

They're always backstabbing and fighting with each other, but the most important thing is not to reveal "The Matrix" they created for us, and a big part of it is the inexplicable perpetually failing U.S. government we're dealing with - now thanks to the internet - explicable.  

As former LAPD cop, author and investigative reporter Mike Ruppert says about the reality of the shell-game of politics we play: 


"It's just like the mafia, you can call the Democrats the Genovese's and the Republicans the Gambino's.  They all treat it like it's one big craps game, and while they might shoot each other once in a while, any time the whole game is threatened they all circle the wagons to protect it."  

- Michael Ruppert in "America: Freedom to Fascism"  


...


We're living in The Matrix and our NWOwners are planning to destroy it, so this is as good a time as any to wake-up.  President Bush also wants plans to launch the nuclear war on Iran within 24 hours, so we'd better hope he doesn't have a bad day...


News Hounds 

We watch FOX so you don't have to.

Bush Wants Power to Bomb Iran on 24 Hours' Notice

Reported by Marie Therese - February 27, 2007 - 420 comments   

A few hours ago the cast of Red Eye joked about a report that states that President Bush has authorized military experts to prepare a plan that would allow him to bomb the nation of Iran on twenty-fours hours' notice. Earlier on Monday, a FOX News guest casually reported that Israel has asked for and received safe passage across Iraqi air space. Two of our our aircraft carriers - the Eisenhower and the Stennis - are in the Arabian Sea. Vice President Dick Cheney just happens to be - conveniently - on a surprise trip to the Middle East at a time when - wonder of wonders! - a cache of armaments is discovered that oh-so-neatly supplies the Bush administration with "evidence" that Iran is involved in aiding and abetting the Iraqi insurgents.

SOURCE - http://www.newshounds.us/2007/02/27/bush_wants_power_to_bomb_iran_on_24_hours_notice.php


The War on Terror has been exposed as a series of overreactions to a series of hoaxes.  Starting World War Three will let  the neo-cons declare martial law and take over forever.  

That's their incentive.  

Russia and China have organized the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) of nations as a counter-weight to increasingly aggressive British-American (NATO) military actions, and everyone is bracing for the biggest fight in history.  If Putin says something in response it's true, because he's the guy who's going to lead the response to the use of nuclear weapons by the U.S.

Stopping the nuclear attack on Iran is key, because it's like a serial killer dissecting his victim in public.  The entire world is watching another act of naked aggression against another Third World nation sold by another pack of lies after Afghanistan and Iraq and saying here it is... World War Three.  

Crap.  

I'm sorry it's scary, but I'm even more sorry we're at the worst moment in human history and unsure of what do to.  I hope these suggestions helped, and I believe that understanding and pushing hard on the right levers of power will ensure our best chance of survival...  


...


A political bombshell from Zbigniew Brzezinski

Ex-national security adviser warns that Bush is seeking a pretext to attack Iran

Center for Research on Globalization | February 2, 2007
Barry Grey

...Brzezinski derided Bush's talk of a “decisive ideological struggle” against radical Islam as “simplistic and demagogic,” and called it a “mythical historical narrative” employed to justify a “protracted and potentially expanding war.”

“To argue that America is already at war in the region with a wider Islamic threat, of which Iran is the epicenter, is to promote a self-fulfilling prophecy,” he said.

Most stunning and disturbing was his description of a “plausible scenario for a military collision with Iran.” It would, he suggested, involve “Iraqi failure to meet the benchmarks, followed by accusations of Iranian responsibility for the failure, then by some provocation in Iraq or a terrorist act in the US blamed on Iran , culminating in a ‘defensive' US military action against Iran that plunges a lonely America into a spreading and deepening quagmire eventually ranging across Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan and Pakistan.” [Emphasis added].

This was an unmistakable warning to the US Congress, replete with quotation marks to discount the “defensive” nature of such military action, that the Bush administration is seeking a pretext for an attack on Iran. Although he did not explicitly say so, Brzezinski came close to suggesting that the White House was capable of manufacturing a provocation - including a possible terrorist attack within the US - to provide the casus belli for war.

That a man such as Brzezinski, with decades of experience in the top echelons of the US foreign policy establishment, a man who has the closest links to the military and to intelligence agencies, should issue such a warning at an open hearing of the US Senate has immense and grave significance.

Brzezinski knows whereof he speaks, having authored provocations of his own while serving as Jimmy Carter's national security adviser. In that capacity, as he has since acknowledged in published writings, he drew up the covert plan at the end of the 1970s to mobilize Islamic fundamentalist mujaheddin to topple the pro-Soviet regime in Afghanistan and draw the Soviet Union into a ruinous war in that country.

Following his opening remarks, in response to questions from the senators, Brzezinski reiterated his warning of a provocation.

He called the senators' attention to a March 27, 2006 report in the New York Times on “a private meeting between the president and Prime Minister Blair, two months before the war, based on a memorandum prepared by the British official present at this meeting.” In the article, Brzezinski said, “the president is cited as saying he is concerned that there may not be weapons of mass destruction found in Iraq, and that there must be some consideration given to finding a different basis for undertaking the action.”

He continued: “I'll just read you what this memo allegedly says, according to the New York Times : ‘The memo states that the president and the prime minister acknowledged that no unconventional weapons had been found inside Iraq. Faced with the possibility of not finding any before the planned invasion, Mr. Bush talked about several ways to provoke a confrontation.'

“He described the several ways in which this could be done. I won't go into that... the ways were quite sensational, at least one of them. 

SOURCE FOR SURVIVAL - http://www.infowars.com/articles/ww3/iran_brzezinski_warns_bush_seeking_iran_war_pretext.htm


...


Putin accuses U.S. of bid to force will on world

Louis Charbonneau
Reuters
Saturday, February 10, 2007  

Russian President Vladimir Putin sharply criticized the United States on Saturday for what he said was an attempt to force its will on the world.

Speaking at an annual gathering of top security and defense officials in Germany, Putin attacked the concept of a "unipolar world" -- implying the United States is the sole superpower -- and said U.S. actions abroad had made conflicts worse.

"What is a unipolar world? No matter how we beautify this term it means one single center of power, one single center of force and one single master," Putin said.

"It has nothing in common with democracy because that is the opinion of the majority taking into account the minority opinion. People are always teaching us democracy but the people who teach us democracy don't want to learn it themselves."

After the 1991 collapse of the Soviet Union, the world was left with only one "superpower". But Putin has led Russia's transformation from a state in economic crisis into a land with increasing power thanks to its vast oil and gas resources.

Putin said the United States had repeatedly overstepped its national borders in questions of international security, a policy that he said had made the world less, not more, safe.

"Unilateral actions have not resolved conflicts but have made them worse," Putin said, adding that force should only be used when backed by the United Nations Security Council.

"This is very dangerous. Nobody feels secure any more because nobody can hide behind international law," he said.

Putin mentioned no specific conflicts. But he has been very critical of the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq in 2003, where U.S. soldiers are still struggling to crush an insurgency.

SOURCE FOR SOURCES - http://infowars.net/articles/february2007/100207Putin.htm


...


Putin warns US policy creating new arms race

(AP) Updated: 2007-02-10 21:06

Russian President Vladimir Putin warned Saturday that the United States' increased use of military force is creating a new arms race, with smaller nations turning toward developing nuclear weapons.

Speaking at a conference of the world's top security officials, including Iranian nuclear negotiator Ali Larijani, Putin said nations "are witnessing an almost uncontained hyper use of force in international relations."

"One state, the United States, has overstepped its national borders in every way," he told the 250 officials, including more than 40 defense and foreign ministers.

"This is very dangerous: Nobody feels secure anymore because nobody can hide behind international law," he said through a translator.

"This is nourishing an arms race with the desire of countries to get nuclear weapons," he added, without singling out any particular nation.

In a harshly critical speech, Putin also voiced concern about US plans to build a missile defense system in eastern Europe, probably Poland and the Czech Republic, and the expansion of NATO as possible challenges to Russia.

"The process of NATO expansion has nothing to do with modernization of the alliance or with ensuring security in Europe," Putin said. "On the contrary, it is a serious factor provoking reduction of mutual trust." 

CHINA'S DAILY SOURCE - http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/world/2007-02/10/content_806469.htm


Webster G. Tarpley - How To Stop World War Three - Feb 24, 2007  

Note: the audio starts bad but gets clear.  

::: 60 MINS :::

SOURCE FOR SURVIVAL - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fbS7hAxJ954


Webster G. Tarpley - How To Stop World War Three Q & A - Feb 24, 2007  

::: 47 MINS :::

SOURCE FOR SURVIVAL - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=reKa2jSdNGc


That'll do, good night and good luck.  


Peace, (NOW!!!)
BK

_______________________

...

Black Krishna Brand

Philosophy - http://blackkrishna.blogspot.com/

Music - http://www.soundclick.com/bands/0/blackkrishna.htm

MySpace - http://www.myspace.com/blackkrishnaverse

YouTube - http://www.youtube.com/BlackKrishna

...


Welcome to 21st Century Propaganda... 

We hope you enjoyed your stay and will be leaving shortly... 

Infowars.com... 
PrisonPlanet.com... 
SaveTheInternet.com... 
FreedomtoFascism.com...
FalseFlagNews.com
RonPaul.org... 
Tarpley.net...

South Park breaks down the herd better than anyone... http://allsp.com/ 

Spread the worrrd... :-)


...


Welcome to the 911 Truth DVD Project Web Site

http://www.911dvdproject.com/  


